A History of Teletubbies

An all-male operatic performance mistaken as a children’s show
How to Escape from Prison

... and be a nuisance to any and all that try to limit your freedoms
By Prison I mean ... Not...
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DISCLAIMER

The following presentation makes reference to several convicted criminals and their attempts to evade, defy and humiliate state authorities. Although this talk will rehash, relive and reminisce the ridiculous plots and ploys by which these men avoided incarceration, this talk will neither support nor glorify the crimes for which these men were convicted. Furthermore, it will not delve into the complete atrocity that is the modern prison system... This is a Friday afternoon talk after all. Finally, should you find yourself behind bars (or in any allegorical prison), please note that the tactics presented here come with no guarantee and that it would be unwise to use your one phone call to call me. Unless you really want to... I’m available most of the day, everyday.
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Moe, Larry and Curly... and Joe, Donnie, Pat, Randy
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Mom uses semi, shotgun to break son out of prison

The Associated Press

MIAMI — A woman and three accomplices helped to break her son out of an Everglades prison Saturday, using a semitrailer cab that rammed through four chain-link fences before its driver pulled out a shotgun and started firing.

The woman and two of her accomplices were in custody; her son, who was believed to have been injured, escaped with the truck driver.

Police were searching for Jay Junior Sigler, who had served eight years of a 20-year sentence for armed robbery. He was last

“By all accounts the mother masterminded everything. Apparently, she really wanted him out.”

RUDY ESPINOSA
Miami-Dade detective

said.

The group drove to a nearby gas station where Ms. Sigler had a rented Suburban waiting, Espinosa said. Her son and the truck driver escaped in it. Ms. Sigler met up with a man and a woman and drove off in their black Saturn.

A few miles down the road, as Ms. Sigler and her friends headed toward Miami, the group decided to switch cars again at a strip mall. That’s when police caught up with Ms. Sigler and her friends as they were getting into the Suburban. Her son and the truck driver had already fled.

“They escaped in the black Sat-
Going out with a Bang – Antonio Ferrara
Up, up and Away – Pascal Payet
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But I’m a Creep… Ted Bundy
The Escapist - Alfred Hinds
Federal Inmate, Federal Express - Richard McNair

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fIOM24grQo
What’s done in the name of love...
-Steven Jay Russel
7 General Ideas behind Escaping Prison

1. Cell Escape
2. Containment Penetration
3. Exploitation of Weakness
4. Physical/Brute Force
5. Deception
6. Exploitation of Corruption
7. Escape from the Outside
Boom. Done. Thanks.